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For the moment, 1 shall regard education as a mode of econoiiiic pl.duction, 
integrating the activitiea of a set of factors of production. These factors consist of 
land ; capital equipment such as school buildings ; the time and eff ort of teaching 
staff; and finally the labour power of the 'primary labour unitt, the individual hcing 
educated. The output is a capital good, a 'machinet, which although not neccs- - 
sarily owned by the 'primary labour unitt, i s  indissolubly associsted with hiin in a 
spatio-temporal sense . 

This line of approach is not unfamiliar to economists. One can trace it k c k  
at least as far as Marshall; it provides the implicit foundation of a study by 
Strumilin carried out 40 years ago in t h e  Soviet Union; more recently Schultz has  
made the approach fashionable amongst American economist (7, 14, 13) .  I beiieve 
that  by using the formal model of 'primary labour unitl and 'inachinef one can ap- 
preciate better both the r ichness  and the limitations of treating education as capi- 
tal f ormation. Thi S can he i l lu strakd by examining the subj ect s of growth theory , 
student opportunity costs, student finance, and the relation between the rates of 
return and manpower needs studies of education. An attempt is al so made to 
formulate a criterion for determining the applicability of the capital concept by 
setting out what have been looked upon as  the objectives of education. 

The possibilities of incorporating such a model into the theory of economic 
g~owth  are exciting, In the recent survey of this subject by Hahn and Matthews 
qualitative changes in ehe labour f orce were conspicuously absent (4). T h i ~  is 
clearly a great weahess. i abour  was measured in t e r m s  of its own natural unit 
and assurned homogeneous. Once we regard eduwtion (and health ineasures) as 
industries pr aiucing capital g o d s  , the possibility of grafting qualitative changc o1 
the labour force onto the body of growth theory should be a fairly painless opcration. 
But if education were to be regarded as no more than a n  additional sector in an 
n-sector m d e l ,  no additional element of realism would in  fact  be achicved. How- 
ever, the prticular "machines" i n  question do have special characteriatics which 
will change the nature of our growth rnodels considerably, aiid to the good. 

In the first place, the size of the capital stock of the economy wi l l  becoine 
a direct  function of the size and mortality rate of the labour force, We can regird 
the education 'machinest as one-hoss shays, collapsing on the death of the respective 
'prirnary labour unitl; alternatively if we are of a theological bent, we can con sidcr 
both as consigned to a more fiery or aethereal region. 

Anticipating a later result, (see below), it is inappropriate to regard thc 
entire education sector as capital-forming. Suppose that in general, total Govern- 
ment expenditure is fixed and that the autlay on investment in human capital is a 
residual, since outlays oii non-investnient activities must be satisfied first. As- 
suming that these latter expenses are devoted to the he%ltk and education of t h e  



0-14 population , an interesting result f ollows . Gross investment will be a function 
of the age-distributim of the population, which itself is a function of the age- 
apccific mortality and fcrti l i ty rates, For  instante, c o m p r e  thrce of Lotkats 
'stablet populations, 1, 2 and 3 (1 5 ) .  In the first, life expectancy at bir th  is 65 
years, and the rate d g ~ o w t h  of population 0% per annum; in the second, 27 ymrs 
and 0% growth rate; i n  thc third 65 yeara and a 2% growth rate. In the three econ- 
omies, the proportion of the population below 15 years of age will be, respectively, 
21.8%, 34%, and 35.596. That is to say, education investment will ix directly related 
to life expectancy, and inversely related to the fertility rate. 

If we regard the stock of capital possesaed by graduates of the education 
system as specific to the industry and techniques for which they have been trained, 
another interesting result follows . We can no longer accept the usual assumption 
of costless labour transfers. For now, the movement of labour from one industry 
to  another or the change-over from one technique to another will lead to a r d u c t i o n  
in the utilized capital stock. This, 1 am sure, can be formulated in a fairly simple 
fashion and will add a whole new dimension of realism to our analysis. This is 
particularly the case when we  understand that in the general run of thlngs workers 
own their srnachines' and derive an  inoorne from thern. So inter-industry and 
intra-industry transfers will involve a fa11 in worker incomes, and presumably a 
rise in the so-called marginal efficiency of capital. WE seem to be coming closer 
to recognizing the  rnaligned wisdom of Ned h d d .  

Finaily, on the subject of economic growth, it may be instructive to  com- 
pare this m d e l  with the treatment of technical progress in growth theory. 2/ In 
ei ther  case there is an improvement in the efficiency of l a b ~ u r .  in particular, the 
parallel seems very close with Harrod-neutral technlcal progreas and Arrowts  
learning by experience, shce in the former caae a cm~tant  labour force increases 
in t e r m s  of efficiency units, and in the l a t te r  case the learning process of thc 
labour force leads to the design of more efficient machines in the new generation. 
However, the initial similaritiesi are, (1 am g h d  to say! ), illusory. The present 
set of technical progress rncdels may be divided into two classes: manna-from- 
heaven states 3/ and learning by experience. The vintage approach is merely a 
sub-set d each class defining the applicability of progress to new investments; the 
Kald or-  Mirrlee s technical progress function combines the two classes. Clearly 
the parallel with m d e l s  of the manna-from-heaven type is non-existent since such 
technical progress and improvement in labour efficiency i s  deterrnined exogenously, 
which is not true of m y  model. Nor is there a parallel with  learning by experience 
as this increases with gross investrnent (h Arrowvs rnodel) irrespective of thc 

Worker s and entrepreneurs own machines'. Capitalists and the State own 
machines. 

2/ in this paragraph 1 have drawn heavily on the survey by Hahn and Matthews - 
already quoted which contains a full bibliography (4, pp. 825 -853). 

3 /  1 much prefer the metaphor of immaculate Conceptim - machine g d s  mira- - 
culously impregnated with the Holy Spirit of Progress. 



composition of investment. The advantages of the new model is that it makes 
qualitative changes in the labour force a function of human decisions; enables u s  
to draw fully on the m d e l s  of growth already in vogue since it is in terma 01 
capital investment; and yet because of the trick of spatio-temporal dependence of 
'machinet on 'pr ima7 labair unitt it becomes essential to employ parameters 
such as  those of demographics. 

Let me now turn to the questim of opportunity cost and educational finance, 
Once it is recognized that the individual being educated is the 'prirnary labour 
unitt, just one of a series of production factorsi, then it seems established that 
the factor has a right toa  wage. Since the wage is in the majority of cases either 
unpaid or under-paid, then in the calculation of education costs it is  necessary to 
proceed on the basis of the highest income available to  the factor were he working 
outslde the education sector. Vaizeyfs objection to  the inclusion of atudent op- 
portunity costs in education costs seems to make as much sense as ignoring the 
labour costs of any branch of ecmomic activity simply because, for one reason 
or another, wages were not paid (16, pp. 42-43). The fact that the national in- 
come accounts d o  ignore implicit factor incomea such as those of housewives and 
voluntary workers seerYls be sides the point. This analysis also indicates that to 
regard student scholarships as transfer incomes is quite mistaken. 

So it becomes important to distinguish between two conceptually distinct 
elements in discussing student finance. In England at the moment I suppose the 
popular view i s  that a university undergraduate is supported by the State until at 
the end of hi3 three years, he goes out into the world to work for a living with a 
very useful qualification in his pocket. But i£ 1 a m  correct the student has a right 
to a wage payment whilst he is at university, (in England say £500 per annum, or 
about twice the present full scholarship level). The same fallacy is prevalent in 
Argentina amongs t those who claim university education i S "freett, even though 
there are negligibly few student: scholarships;, and even these are mere pittanccs. 
Needless to say, the students recognize the fallacy. 

However, I cannot conceive of the rationale of a system which takes into 
the universities those members of the community already endowed with high in- 
telligence or a wealthy family and then at the end of the course presents thern with 
the free gift of a university education, our machinei. For it is clear that at least 
haif the costs of the 'machinet were paid by the tax payer (12 ). The solution might 
be for the graduate to buy the 'machinet from the Sate on graduating, or to 'sentt it 
by a percentage reduction each week from his future money income. Becker in an 
elegant essay has described a theoretical framework in which on-the-job trrzinees 
pay for the cost of their t ra in ingg (2). 

4J It might be held that a zero scholarship level is the means by which a student 
pays for the 'machinel. This is mistaken since in this case he would be paying 
only the wage of the 'primary labour unitt (by not receiving it himself ). 











of particular mistakes. It is one big mistake and a mistake af a speclal kind, It 
is, namely, a category-miatakeft (1 0, pp, 7-17). They are the myth make r~ .  "A 
myth is a€ course not a fairy story. It iri the presentatim of facts belanging to 
one category in the idioms appropriate to anotherlt. 
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